1. Introduction. After A. Lindebaum and A. Tarski [4] , for each power m (cf. definition of power later in this section) let 77(m) be the continuum hypothesis statement that there is no power n such that m<n<2m. Lindenbaum and Tarski stated without proof that if T7(m), 77(2m), and 77(22m), then 22m is the power of a well-ordered set; they stated also without proof that if 77(m2) and 77(2m2), then 2mi is the power of a well-ordered set. W. Sierpiñski [5] proved that if 77(m), 77(2m), and 77(22,n), then m is the power of a wellordered set, and E. Specker [6] sharpened both results of Lindenbaum and Tarski by proving that if 77(m) and 77(2'"), then 2m is the power of a wellordered set.
This paper has arisen from attempts to sharpen Specker's result, which is sharpened in 7.1 and 7.2 (first cf. the definition of T7(m; a) in §7 prior to 7.1). The writer's efforts along these lines led to developments in the theory of numerations (defined in the first paragraph of §2) of independent interest, and most of this paper is concerned with these developments.
The content of this paper may be developed in an axiomatic set theory of the von Neumann-Bernays-Gödel kind (cf., e.g., [l] ) modified as follows to allow (but not to imply the existence of) elements which are not sets. Each object is either an element or a class. A set is any element which is a class. An atom is an element which is not a class. The usual axioms may be modified in the obvious way to accommodate atoms. We shall assume all the usual axioms so modified except the restrictive axiom and the axiom of choice (cf. §7).
We indicate briefly our use of some terminology and notation. Elements x, y determine the ordered pair [x, y] = { {x}, {x, y} }. If a and (B are classes, ftXCB= { [x, y]\xE&, y£®}. Relations and functions are classes of ordered pairs satisfying (in the case of functions) the usual conditions. If (R is a relation, dom((R) and im(öt) are respectively the domain and the image of 31 defined in the usual way, and (R_1 is the inverse (or converse) of (R. A function from ft to (or into) (B has domain a and image £03; a function onto (B has image (B. If <f> and p are functions, \p o <¡> = {[x, y]|y=^ (z) and z=<p(x) for some z}. If </>, p, £ are functions, £ o^ o<f> = (£ o^) o<j> = % o (ip o<b). Each ordinal number will consist of all its predecessors, and a cardinal number is A. H. KRUSE [December any ordinal number not equi-potent with any of its members. The first ordinal number is 0, the void set; cü = K0 is the first infinite ordinal number. A power is a maximal class of mutually equi-potent sets. If X is a set, \X\ is the power of X and is the unique power m for which X£m. If Ct and (B are classes, then (P(Ct) is the class of all subsets of Ct, and Ct\® is the relative complement of © in Ct. The binary connectives <, <, etc. will be applied to ordinal numbers and to powers in the usual way. After Tarski [4] , \X\ â*| F| will mean that there is a function from Y onto X; if \X\ ^*| Y\, then 2|X| ^2|r|. Other terminology and notations will be introduced as they arise or will not be introduced at all if the reader may safely rely on convention and context. Many proofs and definitions in this paper are by transfinite induction. In such a proof (or definition) the induction step usually will be carried through without being explicitly announced (the induction will be announced), and the induction hypothesis, the statement of which in each case will be obvious, will be referred to and used without being formally introduced. In some cases we shall define for each ordinal number p a function fa" whose domain is not a set (but a class). In such a case the functions fa", if defined by induction, must be defined in pieces which are sets, the pieces to be assembled later into the function fa. The ultimate reason for this is the fact that a class which is not a set is not a member of a class; thus a sequence (existing in the theory as a function) of classes which are not sets is out of the question. For an example, cf. the definition of the functions A" in §3.
2. The functions W. After Bernays [l, IV, we define a numeration to be any one-one function whose domain is an ordinal number. Throughout the rest of this paper, *U will be the class of all elements, 6 will be the class of all ordinal numbers, 91 will be the class of all numerations, and 11* = 0l\9l. For each /£3l, { [f(a), f(ß) ] | a <ßQdom(f)} is a reflexive wellordering of im(/).
For each set X we define W(X) for each ordinal number p by transfinite induction as follows (2.1-2.4).
It is easy to show that *W (X) isa set (cf. 6.12). 2.3.
•Wt+1(X) = Vf(yf (X) ■W'CW(X)) £ W+'i-X"),
and, if v is finite or p = 0 or p is a limit ordinal, then
•W'CWÍX)) = ^'^' (X) . •W(X) = U *W" (4) as(P (X) for each ordinal number p.
For each class a, we may define wia) = U v?"(A).
¿6(p(a)
If a is a set, V?"(CL) is the same as before by 2.7. It should be noted that we are not extending the domain of the function W (domOW") = (P(1t)), but we are enlarging the scope of usage of the symbol " IF"" to express a certain predicate (u<ñ = 'W(Q,),' expresses a relationship among 03, p, a The following lemma may be proved by induction.
2.10. Lemma. Suppose X is a set and p. a limit ordinal number. Then for each element f, fQV?"(X) if and only if fQV?*(X) for some nonlimit ordinal \<p.
3. The functions A". For each set X we define the function Ax with domain ^" (X) and image QV? (X) for each ordinal p by transfinite induction as follows (3.1-3.6) .
3.1. A£(x)={[0, *]} (i.e., dom(Ai(x))={0}=l and A°x(x)(0)=x) for eachxQX=V?°(X).
3.2. Alx(f) =f for each fQW(X).
3.3. Suppose p>l is not a limit ordinal. Suppose fQ"W (X) .
Define the relation S/QX XX as follows. For all x, yQX, let xS/y if and only if there are g, h
Qim(f) such thatf~'(g) is the smallest a£dom(/) for which xQim(Ax~1(f(a))), such that f~l(h) is the smallest ctQdom(f) for which yQim(Ax~1(f(a))), such that f-1(g) úf~l(h), and such that
There is a unique function Ax(f)QVf (X) such that im(Ax(f)) = dom(5/) and such that a^ßQdom(Ax(f)) implies
[Observefrom 3.1 and 3.2 that if "p>ln is replaced by "p = 1," the procedure in 3.3 gives the same Ax(f) defined in 3.2.] 3.4. If pis a limit ordinal andfQ'W(X), then, where a is the first \<pfor whichfQV?*(X) (cf. 2A),Ax(f)=Aax(f).
3.5. Theorem. Suppose X is a set and p>0 is an ordinal number. Then im(Ax) = V?(X).
Proof. We proceed by induction. For p = 1, apply 3.2. Consider p>l not a limit ordinal. Consider fQV? (X) . By the induction hypothesis there is g£W-'(X) such that A£-
and, by 3.3, A&{ [0, g]}) =AX~'(g) =/. Thus im(A£) =<W(X).
The induction step for p a limit ordinal is trivial (cf. 3.4). Q.e.d. 
is a function with domain Willi). For each set XC1L\ and each /£WpQ,
The following lemma is easily proved from 3.1-3.3. The details will be omitted.
3.7. Lemma. Suppose X is a set, p is an ordinal number, a»d/£W+1 (X) . Then MA'+K/)) = U im(A"(/(a))).
3.8. Theorem. Suppose p is an ordinal number a»ci/£W(ll*). Then for each set X£ll*, (i), (ii), and (iii) below are mutually equivalent.
(i) /£W(X).
(ii) A*(/)£W(X).
(iii) im(A«(/))£A. Thus im(A"(/)) 7s the smallest set X£1l* such that /£W(Ar).
[if p is finite, 11* may be replaced consistently by 11. ] Proof. Trivially, (i) implies (ii). By 2.2, (ii) is equivalent to (iii). It remains to prove that (ii) or (iii) implies (i).
We proceed by induction on p. For ju = 0 apply 2.1 and 3.1. For p = 1 apply 2.2 and 3.2.
Consider p>A not a limit ordinal. Consider Ar£ö>(ll*) such that im(A"(/))£X. Then im(A"-1(/(«)))£A and /(a)£'W'-1(A) for each a£dom(f) by 3.6 and the induction hypothesis. Hence /£"W(W*-1(-X')) = W(A) by 2.2 and 2.3. Thus (iii) implies (i).
Consider p a limit ordinal. Consider XQS>(%*) such that im(A"(f))CX. By 2.4 there is a first ordinal X<p such that/£*Wx(«ll*), say X = a. Then (cf. 2.8 and 3.4) A"(f)=Aa(f), and \m(A"(f)) QX. By the induction hypothesis, fQ-W° (X) . By 2A,fQV?»(X). Thus (iii) implies (i).
The induction is complete. Q.e.d.
3.9. Theorem. Suppose p andv are ordinal numbers, and suppose /£W(1l*) nwtni*). ThenA"(f)=A'(f). Hence we may suppose v > 1. By 3.4 we may suppose neither p nor v is a limit ordinal. If p^l, then by 3.3 and the induction hypothesis it is easily seen that A"(/)=A'(/).
If p = 0, it is easily seen that v must be a limit ordinal contrary to supposition. Q.e.d. (7)|7£dom(A2(/))}. By 3.7 and (a),
Then £iU£2£^4 X^4, and each of £i and £2 reflexively well-orders A.
To prove A"+2(/) =A"+1(A2(/)) it will suffice to prove £i = £2. Using (b) we make definitions (c) and (d) below.
(c) For each x £ A, let ctx be the first a Q dom(/) such that x£im(A"+H/(a))).
(d) For each xQA, let yx he the first Y£dom (A2(f)) such that xQim(A*(A*(f)(y))).
Using (c) and (d) we make definitions (e) and (f) below.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (e) For each xEA, let ßx be the first ßEdom(A»+1(f(ax))) such that x=A»+i(f(<xx))(ß).
(f) For each xEA, let hx be the first oEdom(A»(A2(f)(yx))) such that x=A^(f)(yx))(b).
Using (c) and 3.7 we make definition (g) below.
(g) For each x £ A, let X* be the first X £ dom(f(ax)) such that x£im(A"(/(ax)(X))).
By (c), (g), and 3.7, (h) for each xEA, f(ax)(\x)Eim(f(a)) for each a<ax, and f(ax) (\x) 9áf(ax) (X) for each X <Xi. 
Suppose /£W(dom(c/>)). Let
There is a unique strictly increasing function £ with dom(£) an ordinal number and im(£) =A. Let fa(f) =<p of o £. £Ae« dom(fa(f)) = dom(£).
Thus we obtain a function fa with domain Widom^)). The following theorem may be proved by a straightforward induction, the details of which will be omitted.
4.5. Theorem. Suppose X and Y are sets, suppose <j> is a function from X to Y, and suppose p is an ordinal number. Then fa is a function from W (X) to W(F).
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward (cf. 4.2) and will be omitted.
4.6. Lemma. Suppose X is a set and <j> a function with domain X. Then im(fa(f)) = im(<t>of) for each fQWl (X) . If <p is one-one, then fa(f)=<pof for each fQV?l(X).
4.7. Theorem. Suppose X£ 11* and Y are sets, and suppose <p is a function from X to Y. Suppose p and v are ordinal numbers, and suppose fQ"W (X) nv?" (X) . Thenfa(f)=fa(f). (a) /£W(A").
Thus (a) is equivalent to (f) for each nonlimit ordinal number X. Then also, by 2.10, (a) is equivalent to (f) for each ordinal number X. The induction is complete. Q.e.d. 
Proof. Consider/£W(A).
Let A and £ be as in 4.2. Then <pl(f) =<b of o £. Let B = {ß E dom(*l(/)) | P(<t>l(f)(ß)) * K<t>l(f)(<*)) for each a < ß}.
There is a unique strictly increasing function r with dom(r) an ordinal number and im(r) =£. (fatj)) = *l(f) = ^(A'i/)) by 3.2.
Consider p>l not a limit ordinal. Consider /£W (X) . We have the following string of equations. [Equations (1) and (6) follow from 3.7;"(2) follows from 4.10.5; (3) follows from the induction hypothesis; (4) and (8) follow from 4.6; (5) and (7) imO(*>(/)))
Then £AJ£2£.4X.4, and each of £1 and £2 reflexively well-orders A. To prove A»(<¡>»(f)) =<p1(A"(f)) it suffices to prove £i££2. Considering the righthand members of (1) and (2), we may make definitions (a) and (b) below.
(a) For each xEA let ax be the smallest a£dom(</>"(/)) for which x£im(A*-'(c/y(/)(a))).
(b) For each x £ A let ßx he the smallest ß £ dom(/) for which x£im(A"-1(<^-1(/(/3))))-Considering (a), we may make definition (c) below.
(c) For each xEA let 7x be the smallest 7£dom(A"_1((i>''(/)(ax))) for which x=A»-1(<t>"(f)(ax))(y). 
Considering (h) and 4.6, we may make definition (j) below.
(j) For each xQA let 5^ be the smallest ö£dom(A"~1(/(d*))) for which x=faA^(fm)(h)).
By ( 
Hence, by (j), zR2w. Thus £i££2, and A»(fa(f))=fa(A>(f)).
Consider the case in which p is a limit ordinal. Consider /£W (X) . = fa(A-(f)) = fa(A"(f)).
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The induction is complete. Q.e.d. The following theorem may be proved by induction. The details will be omitted.
4.11. Theorem. Suppose p is a function whose domain is a set, suppose <t>E^h, and suppose p is an ordinal number. Suppose either p is finite or dom^) £11*. Then <p"Q7>. Now suppose p is a function (whose domain is not necessarily a set), suppose p is an ordinal number, and suppose dom(x/')£1l* if p is infinite. If p is not a set (i.e., if dom^) is not a set), we define p" = U 4>"; Suppose p is an ordinal number. Let 1li= 11 if p is finite, and let 1li= 11* if p is infinite. For brevity we will operate in the meta-theory in the remainder of this paragraph. There is a correspondence which assigns W(A") to each set X£lli, and there is a correspondence which assigns the map </>": W(X) -*W(F) to each map <f>: X-^Y with A\7F£(P(lli).
In the parlance of categories and functors [2] , by 4.10.1-4.10.3 these two correspondences constitute a covariant functor from the category of subsets of Hi and their maps to the category of sets and their maps. This functor conforms with A" in a nice way (cf. 4.10.6) . If Hi is replaced by 11*, by 3.9 and 4.7 the superscripts on "A"" and "<£"" could be dropped for ordinary purposes.
5. Free elements. We define p-free element for each ordinal number p by transfinite induction as follows (5. awd wZA domain £3XA".
5.11. Suppose p is a limit ordinal number. Then let &x(f) =$x(f) where y is the first \<p such that /£W (X) (cf. 2.4). Then $x(/) 7s a function with image im(Ay(f)) =im(A"(f)) and domain £3XA' by the induction hypothesis and 3.9.
The following theorem may be proved by induction. The details will be omitted. Proof. We proceed by induction on max(p, v). We may suppose p<v. Then v>0. If i» = l, then p = 0, and/£U*C\91 = 0, a contradiction. Hence we may suppose v> 1. By 5.11 we may suppose neither p nor »< is a limit ordinal. If p = 0, it is easily seen that v must be a limit ordinal contrary to supposition.
Hence p>0. Now, by 5.10 and the induction hypothesis, $"(/) =$'(/). Q.e.d. 5 .14. Theorem. Suppose p is an ordinal number a«d/£tW(ll), and swppose/£W(H*) i/> m infinite. Then dom($"(/))£3X1l£ll*.
Proof. Apply 5.8. Q.e.d.
Suppose X is a set. We define Tx(f) for each finite ordinal number p and eachfQW (X) , and also for each infinite ordinal numberpand eachfQV?" (X) if XCH*, by induction as follows (5. if and only if X is a limit ordinal. Thus (C) holds.
Suppose p>0 is a nonlimit ordinal. Consider fQ'W(X).
Consider aQdom(f). By the induction hypothesis,
Then £a is a one-one function such that (cf. 5.8) dom(£,) = im(A"~1(T7\f(a)))) £ dom^/i«))), im(£a) £ dom(*"(/)). £eZ /. -C(Tx'\f(a))).
In 5.16 we will use the induction hypothesis to show that (A) holds. For each a£dom(/) observe from 5.16, 4.10.6, 4.6, and 5.16 respectively that r"x(f)(ß) = «TWC/O»))) H CV^/W)) = Tx(/)(7).
Thus rx(/) is one-one, and Tx(f) £ WCW^'idom^'C/)))). Thus (A) holds.
Next we will dse the induction hypothesis to show that (B) holds. Consider/, g£W (X) such that f^g. We must show that Tx(f)^Tx(g). If
and Tx(f)*Tx(g). Suppose dom(f) =dom(g). Then f(ß)^g(ß) for some ßEdom(f).
Consider such a ß. im(A*~\Tßx(f)(ß))) = im(&) 9* im(60 = im(A"_1(ri(g)(/3))), and hence Tx(f)(ß)9*Tx(g)(ß). If &=&', then, by 5.16, 4.10.4 (since & is one-one) , and the fact that Tx~l(f(ß)) 9*Tx~l(g(ß)) by the induction hypothesis, r*(/)(0) = C^Viß))) h ¿r^íjOs))) = rifex».
Thus Tx(f)(ß)9*Tx(g)(ß) ilf(ß)9*g(ß). Thus r^(/)^rj(g). Thus (B) holds.
Next we will use the induction hypothesis to show that (C) holds. Consider X£11* and/£ W(-X"). For each a£dom (/) and each ordinal number X, The following theorem may be proved from 2.8 and 5.15-5.17 by induction. We omit the details. Consider ¿t>0 not a limit ordinal. Consider a£dom(/)=dom(r''(/)). In 5.16, dom(£a)Uim(£a)£1l* by 5.14, and £" is one-one. Also, Y»-X(j(a)) is free by the induction hypothesis. Hence (cf. 5.16) r"(/)(«) = ^(T^ifia))) is free by 5.6. Also, as in the proof of (A) for the p of 5.16, im(A-i(r<-(/) (<*))) = imfo). (2) and (5) follow from 5.16; (3) follows from 4.6; (4) follows from 4.10.6; (6) follows from 3.7.] dom($»(/))
By 5.10, the induction hypothesis, and 3.7,
= im(A*(f)). The induction is complete. Q.e.d.
In 5.20 take F=dom($"(/)), g = T"(ß, and </>=$*(/) to get the following corollary.
Corollary.
Suppose p is an ordinal number and /£W(1l), and suppose /£W(ll*) if p is infinite. Then there are a set F£U*, a free element gQV?»(Y), and a function <p from Y onto im(A"(/)) such thatf = fa(g).
As remarked earlier, 5.20 shows that 5.21 holds "uniformly." Suppose X is a set. We define !>£(/) for each p£© and each fQV}» (X) by induction as follows (5.22-5.24 ) so that $£(/) is a nonvoid subset of 3.
5.22. IffQV?°(X), letî>x(f)={0}. 5.23 . Suppose p>0 is a nonlimit ordinal number. Consider fQ'W (X) . If f=0,let*x(f) = {0}.Iff9*0,kt
5.24. Suppose p>0 is a limit ordinal number. Consider fQV?" (X) . Then let !>£(/)= 4>/(/) where y is the first \<p such thatfQV?x(X) (cf. 2.4).
The discussion between 5.11 and 5.13 (including 5.12) could be repeated with "$" replaced by "4". The result is a function for each p£0. These equations will be easier to work with.
We proceed by induction on max(p, p). We may suppose p¿v.
Consider v = 0. Then also p = 0, and, by 5.9,
Hence/=g. Consider v>0 a nonlimit ordinal and p = 0. By 5.9,
By 5.10, for some <£3, xQX, and a£0, Define W(X) for pEO in the obvious way (cf. 2.1-2.5); W(Ar)£W(Ar) for each pEO. Analogues of 2.5-2.7 with ""W" replaced by "*W" may be proved, and *W(a) may be defined for each class a in the obvious way. In 5.25, if '"W" is replaced throughout by "W," the hypothesis that l^(/) =4'(g) may be dropped (examine the proof of 5.25).
One may effectively define by known methods (the details will be omitted ; cf. [6] ) a one-one function A from 3 onto G such that im(A I 3ua) = co« (aEQ).
There is a one-one function A* from (P (3) The following theorem follows from 5.25; for more information cf. 6.11.
5.26. Theorem. For each ordinal number p, S" is a one-one function from •W(lli) to (?(©) X(P(0X1Ii) where Hi is It or 11* according as p is finite or infinite. 5 .27. We outline briefly other developments. One may define by induction functions spf and a" from W^lt*) to Ö such that 5.27.1-5.27.4 below hold.
More precisely, first define sptfy and ax on V?"(X) for each set X£ll*, and let
Xe(P(1t*) xe(P(1l*)
5.27.1. For eachfQ 11* = V?°(%*), spt°(f) =a°(/) = l. 5.27.2. For eachfQ-W1^*), spt1(f)=<r1(f)=dom(f).
5.27.3. For each fQ-W>+1(%*),
5.27.4. If p is a limit ordinal number and/£W(H*), then, where y is the first ordinal number X for which fQ^Cti.*), spt"(f)=spf(f) and <x"(f) =ay(f).
It is routine to prove 5.27. 5-5.27 .10 below. 5.27.5. 7//£W^(1l*)nW"(ll*),/Ae« 5p^(/)=sp/'(/)á<r'(/)=cr'*(/). 5.27.6. If <t> is a function from X£lt* to F£1I*, then for each /£'W(X), spt"(fa(f)) úspt"(f) and <r"(<t>(f)) è<r"(f).
5.27.7. ///GWCll*), then dom(A"(ß)ua"(f), and dom(A"(/)) = <r"(f) if f is free.
5.27.8. IffQWCM*), then dom(A"(P<(/))) = cr"(r"(/)) = o-»(f), and spt»(r»(f)) = spt"(f).
5.27.9. IffQW(X) wiiÄZ£H*,/Äe»r"(/)£'W(£,XX) where v = spt"(f). 5.27.10 . IffQ'W(X) m'<Ä Z£ll*, tóe« E"(/)£(P(co")X(PKXX) «¿ere Ö í5 ÍA« smallest ordinal number a for which spt"(f) ^u".
6. Powers and cardinals arising from W(Z). We define by induction a function SF, whose domain is the class of all ordinal numbers, such that | •W'ÇW(X)) I á I ■W"+'(X) I, equality holding if v is finite or p is 0 or p is a limit ordinal. Suppose v is infinite. There are ordinal numbers X and 5 such that p=X+8, p is 0 or a limit ordinal, and 8 is finite. Then h+v = v, and |*WX(;Q| ^ |'WCX)| by 6.5. (X) and hence 21"'áW"+1CAT).
Consider any set X. After F. Hartogs [3] we define If |X|^|F| (resp., |AT|=|F|),then«(Z)á«(F) (resp., N(X) =K(F)). The following theorem follows from 5.26 and 5.27.10 (cf. also the last part of 6.9). 6 .11. Theorem. Suppose X£11* and pEG, and suppose X or p is infinite.
Then E" maps W(X) one-one into (P(N*(X)) X(P(N"(X)XX).
6.12. Corollary.
Suppose 0^ X£(P(H*) and pEO, and suppose X or p is infinite. Then
[The inequations for \ °W(X) \ hold for all sets X. ]
Proof. There are one-one functions <pi and fa from V?(X) into (P(XXX) and <P((P(X)) respectively such that It is easy to prove analogues of 5.26 and 6.11 obtained by replacing "S"" by "E"," "(P(eX1li)" by "W^OXIli)," and "(P(«"(X)XX)" by "W(N"(X)XX).B 6.13. Lemma. Suppose X is an infinite set. for some nondecreasing function <¡> from p into «"• 6.14. Theorem. Suppose X is an infinite set such that «2(X)=«'(X). £ftew there is a first ordinal number p>2 for which «"(X)?í«1 (X) , say p = v. Then v<«(X), v is not a limit ordinal, v -1 is a limit ordinal, and «(X) is Then im(g) =im(/), and hence | 8| = |«(X)|. We shall prove that for each p<v -1, eM<«(X) where e" = 2T<" 8Y. Suppose not. Then the inequality fails for some smallest p<v-1, say p = r. Ht is a limit ordinal, then g| i,£'WT+1CX), and hence eT<«r+1(X) =«(X), a contradiction.
If t is not a limit ordinal, then eT_i<« (X) and 8r_i<«(X), hence €r = €r_i-f-8r_i<«(X), a contradiction. Q.e.d. HmorH(m) of [4; 5; 6] . If a<ßQ0, then 77(m; a) implies 77(m; ß).
For each ordinal number a, we define acc(«a), the accessibility of «a, to be the smallest ordinal number p such that «a is p-accessible. Then acc(«a) is an infinite cardinal number.
The following theorem further refines Specker's sharpening [6] of the Lindenbaum-Tarski-Sierpiñski theorem [4; 5] .
7.1. Theorem. Suppose X is an infinite set such that 27(|X|) and 27(2i*i; acc(«(X))) hold. Then 2!x" = |«(X)|.
Proof. By a result of Specker [6] , |X| 2=X by 77(|X| ). Hence |X| <|'W(X)| g2i*i by 6.3 and 6.12. Hence |w(X)| =21*1 by77(|X|). Suppose |«(X)|$2l*l. Then «2(X)=«(-W(X))=«((P(X)) =«'(X) by 6.9 and 6.8. Let v be given by 6.14. Then v -1 ^acc(«(X)), and 21*1 = \v?(X)\ < |*WX(X)| < |-W"(X)| g2!lï|'=2!lX| if KX<pgK-l by 6.14 and 6.5.1, contrary to 77(2'xi; acc(«(X))).
